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Why It’s Critical to Look at
Growth Through a Value Lens
 Earnings growth has been a major driver of equitymarket performance this year.
 At the same time, it remains important for equity
investors to use a value lens when selecting growth
companies.
 In various segments of the market, we seek the best
opportunities for return—based on a broad set of
desirable characteristics—in healthcare, financials,
energy, technology hardware, industrial services, and
auto manufacturing.
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As we discussed in our July commentary, the Value theme on its own has
underperformed in recent years—a pattern that accelerated in 2018. As
we noted then, the efficacy of the Value premium experiences cyclicality,
like any investment.
This does not mean, however, that every downturn in Value is the same.
There is something very interesting about Value’s current
underperformance and, in particular, the recent acceleration of that
underperformance: it has largely occurred within high earnings-per-share
(EPS) growth stocks. This isn’t the first time this has happened. We’ve
observed this phenomenon before, during the global financial crisis,
beginning at the end of 2007, and during the dot-com bubble in 1999.
What does this mean to us as investors? Even though earnings growth
has been a major driver of equity-market performance this year, our
research and experience show that it’s important to continue to view
growth companies through a Value lens. Overpaying for growth does not
pay off in the long run.
Earnings Growth as a Market-Performance Driver
Comparing the performance of the US equities market with the rest of the
globe shows that earnings growth has been the main thing propping up
the market this year. Although US equities continue to show strength, the
world equities market in US dollar terms is flat. Year to date, forward
earnings per share have risen about 14% in the United States, while the
price to earnings (P/E) multiple in the US has dropped about 11%.
Outside the US, EPS growth year to date has only been around 5%. (See
Figure 1.)
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Figure 1.

Earnings growth—primarily in US equities—has propped world equity markets
this year.
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Applying the Value Lens to Growth Stocks
In general, the Value premium is rewarded in both the high- and low-growth pockets
of the market. (Put another way, good-value, “cheap” growth stocks generally
perform better than bad-value, “expensive” growth stocks, across both high- and
low-growth market segments.) This has not been the case so far this year. In 2018,
Value has exhibited a near-zero return spread in low-growth stocks, and an extreme
negative spread in high-growth stocks, as shown in Figure 2. The near-zero return
spread in low-growth stocks is derived from a long portfolio of cheap, low-growth
companies and a short portfolio of expensive, low-growth companies. The extreme
negative return spread in high-growth stocks is derived from a long portfolio of
cheap, high-growth companies and a short portfolio of expensive, high-growth
companies.
Figure 2.

Value is usually rewarded in both high- and low-growth segments of the market—
but it has not been so far in 2018.

Figure 2.
Average six-month
percentage return of portfolios
that are long the cheapest
quintile and short the most
expensive quintile, within
high- and low-growth groups
in the MSCI World Index.
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Looking back at the most recent periods when Value went unrewarded to this
degree among growth stocks provides some additional context. The last time we
saw the Value return spread in high-growth stocks as wide as it’s been during the
first half of 2018 was during the global financial crisis, beginning at the end of 2007.
During the dot-com bubble at the end of 1999, the Value spread return in high
growth stocks was also as negative as we have seen this year.
In each case, Value’s performance bounced back. In the market decline during the
global financial crisis, when the MSCI World Index experienced a calendar year

Note: Value was determined
according to State Street
Global Advisors proprietary
Value metrics; growth
segments were composed
according to forecast EPS
growth over one year.

return of -42%, Value themes underperformed the declining market, but rebounded
strongly when the whole market recovered in 2009. In the market collapse in the
years 2001 to 2003—the bursting of the dot-com bubble—the Value theme strongly
outperformed while the market fell.
These were, of course, very extreme periods—market conditions such as aggregate
valuations, leverage, and other potential sources of market stress were a lot worse
during those market crises compared with today. Even so, we believe that it would
not be wise to ignore the similarity of the current environment to these extreme
periods.
The Bottom Line: Finding Opportunities at the Intersection of Growth and
Value
For investors seeking growth opportunities, our research and experience indicate
that assessing the value of growth stocks is important.
Particularly during a period when growth is a primary driver of market performance,
investors could be tempted to put this idea in action simply by seeking cheap, highgrowth stocks. In the long portfolio of cheap, high-growth stocks depicted in Figure
2, for example, financials feature meaningfully; there are many banks trading on
attractive valuations that have experienced a strong recovery in earnings after years
of soft results in the low-interest-rate environment. By contrast, in the short portfolio
of expensive, high-growth stocks, technology companies are heavily represented,
and also some consumer discretionary and energy names.
But our goal when choosing stocks is not, in fact, to find the cheapest high-growth
companies—it is to uncover the best opportunities for return over the long term,
based on a much broader set of desirable characteristics. Among developed largecap stocks, we see the best opportunities for return in healthcare across all regions.
Outside of North America, we see the best return opportunities in banks and
insurers, and in energy stocks. In the United States, we believe the best prospects
for return lie in technology hardware; in Europe, in industrial services; and in AsiaPacific, in auto makers. Not all of these are cheap companies, and some of them are
in high-growth areas (including energy, insurance, and technology hardware). We
feel the important thing for equity investors when selecting growth companies is to
use the lens of Value.

Glossary
Earnings per Share (EPS) is the
portion of a company's profit
allocated to each outstanding
share of common stock.
Growth stock A company that in
anticipated to grow at a rate above
the average for the market, rather
than yield high income.
Value stock A company with solid
fundamentals (e.g., dividends,
earnings and sales) that tends to
trade at a lower price than its
peers.
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